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Abstract Studies of imitation in animals have become
numerous in recent times, but do they contribute to a
comparative psychology of social learning? We review
this burgeoning field to identify the problems and
prospects for such a goal. Difficulties of two main kinds
are identified. First, researchers have tackled questions
about social learning from at least three very different theoretical perspectives, the “phylogenetic”, “animal model”,
and “adaptational”. We examine the conflicts between
them and consider the scope for integration. A second difficulty arises in the methodological approaches used in
the discipline. In relation to one of these – survey reviews
of published studies – we tabulate and compare the contrasting conclusions of nine articles that together review
36 studies. The basis for authors’ disagreements, including the matters of perceptual opacity, novelty, sequential
structure, and goal representation, are examined. In relation to the other key method, comparative experimentation, we identify 12 studies that have explicitly compared
species’ imitative ability on similar tasks. We examine the
principal problems of comparing like with like in these
studies and consider solutions, the most powerful of
which we propose to be the use of a systematic range of
task designs, rather than any single “gold standard” task.
Keywords Imitation · Social learning · Comparative
psychology · Animal cognition
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“Do monkeys ape?” asked Visalberghi and Fragaszy (1990),
to which Byrne and Tomasello (1995) added “Do rats ape?”,
followed by Tomasello’s (1996) “Do apes ape?” Implicit
in these questions is the assumption that some kind of
comparison is indeed possible, that there is a singular and
definite, albeit as yet undetermined, yes or no answer.
However, the contrasting kinds of arguments presented by
these different authors would suggest that the field of
comparative social learning still lacks any universally accepted solutions. Since studies of social learning across
different species have become increasingly common in recent years (e.g. Box and Gibson 1999; Galef 1988; Heyes
and Galef 1996; Heyes and Ray 2000; Miklosi 1999;
Nicol 1995; Russon 1997; Tomasello et al. 1993; Webster
and Fiorito 2001; Whiten and Ham 1992; Zentall 2001),
this review aims to outline both the potential theoretical
value and the likely pitfalls that are entailed in a comparative approach.
Before we begin to review the area of comparative approaches to social learning, we should ask why researchers are, or perhaps might be, interested in taking
such an approach. The body of literature on social learning in animals is now vast and still growing rapidly, and
interest in the topic comes from a wide variety of theoretical perspectives. For instance, some researchers have
been interested in issues of welfare (e.g. Cloutier et al.
2002; Munksgaard et al. 2001), or issues of rehabilitation
(e.g. Beck 1997; Box 1991; Custance et al. 2002), and of
course these are questions that are not only of scientific
interest, but also extremely important from a practical
point of view. However, this review will be concerned
only with research that is explicitly comparative, rather
than merely “comparative” in the sense that the subjects
are non-human, which is the case in many of these applied
studies, as well as others.
Social learning in this review refers to any situation in
which the behaviour, or presence, or the products of the
behaviour, of one individual influence the learning of another. Thus the term social learning itself implies nothing
about underlying mechanisms, which remain to be identified. However, many authors have differentiated several
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possible forms of social learning, in terms of the mechanisms potentially involved (e.g. Galef 1988; Heyes 1994;
Whiten and Ham 1992; Zentall 2001). To attempt here to
cover all of the proliferating terms and definitions used in
recent years would therefore be somewhat futile. We shall
briefly describe three that have been commonly referred
to in the literature. “Stimulus enhancement” (e.g. Galef
1988; Spence 1937; Whiten and Ham 1992) is said to
have occurred when the presence of an individual draws
an observer’s attention to a particular object or part of an
object, thus enhancing the observer’s opportunity to learn
about the object. In “emulation” (Tomasello et al. 1987;
Whiten and Ham 1992) the learner gains information from
observing a demonstration, but in achieving the same goal,
may use a different method. It should be noted that many
different subclasses of emulation are now being discerned,
and its role in relation to other forms of social learning debated. Comprehensive coverage of these issues can be found
in Custance et al. (1999) and Whiten et al. (2002). One of
these proposed subclasses of emulation, object movement
re-enactment, will be discussed later in this review.
Imitation, however, “learning to do an act by seeing it
done” (Thorndike 1898, p. 50; Whiten and Ham 1992), is
often said to be the most cognitively complex form of social learning (e.g. Byrne 1995; Galef 1988; Heyes 1993).
As this review is concerned in particular with the cognitive processes underlying social learning (and methodological issues associated with investigating these), it is
therefore imitation specifically that will form the main focus of this article from now on.
It should be noted at the outset that this review is by no
means intended to represent an exhaustive catalogue of
research on social learning (or even imitation) in animals.
Rather, the examples given have been selected for their
particular pertinence to the points that we wish to make as
part of our examination of methodological approaches to
the comparative study of social learning. We do not wish
to give the impression that we have overlooked certain
species or phyla, or that we consider the issues raised here
to have only selective relevance. Indeed, we very much
hope that the reverse is the case and that our argument
will prove useful to a broad range of researchers.

The phylogenetic perspective
Under this perspective, cognition is studied from a phylogenetic viewpoint, the basic premise being that similar
cognitive abilities found in closely related species were
likely inherited by each from a common ancestor whose
mental capacities can thereby be reconstructed. Research
therefore encompasses the identification of both ancestral
commonalities and evolutionary differentiation. This approach is set out with great clarity by Byrne (1995), who
concludes that, “with the aid of the comparative method,
the evolutionary history of a trait – even a behaviour that
leaves no trace to fossilise – can be inferred from its pattern of occurrence in surviving animals” (p. 6).
Researchers taking this perspective are typically interested in a whole suite of socio-cognitive skills, including
theory of mind, self-awareness, and pretence, and may
view imitation as a part of this combination of skills (e.g.
Parker 1996; Suddendorf and Whiten 2001; Tomasello
and Call 1994; Whiten and Byrne 1991). From this perspective, then, the most interesting aspects of social learning are the underlying cognitive abilities. This approach
has therefore generally disregarded issues of function or
social context and focussed almost exclusively on analysing
cognitive mechanisms in the individual social learner.
It seems to be universally accepted that human beings
are the most imitatively prolific species (e.g. Meltzoff
1988, 1996), and the phylogenetic approach has generally
been characterised by an expectation that the other great
apes will be most likely to share imitative abilities with
humans, with other taxa following in accordance with
their closeness of relationship with Homo sapiens. Although this view is not always made explicitly apparent,
the viewpoint may be manifested either in terms of research focus (selection of great ape subjects for the investigation of animal imitation (e.g. Nagell et al. 1993;
Tomasello et al. 1993; Whiten 1998; Whiten et al. 1996),
or by a judgement (despite the relative scarcity of imitation research on many primate species) that human beings
and great apes show advanced forms of imitation, not
shared by monkeys (e.g. Byrne 1995; Parker 1996; Russon et al. 1998; Whiten and Byrne 1991; Whiten and Ham
1992).

Theoretical perspectives
The animal model perspective
So far in the literature, we discern three main theoretical
motives for comparing the relative social learning skills of
different species. The first of these we shall label the phylogenetic perspective, which involves the evolutionary
tracing of a collection of socio-cognitive abilities, believed to be related. The second we call the animal model
perspective, which is principally concerned with identifying a suitable animal model for the study of imitation as a
general phenomenon. And finally there is the adaptational perspective, whose main aim is to investigate the
functional significance of social learning, such as the
question of whether there is a relationship between social
learning and living in social groups.

Like the phylogenetic perspective, the animal model perspective is also concerned primarily with cognitive processes, and the two approaches thus share a common goal
of identifying imitative ability in non-humans. In contrast
to the phylogenetic perspective, where the interest lies in
patterns of evolutionary change, the animal model perspective strives to identify similarities. The approach is
motivated by the hypothesis that imitation may be a special case of associative learning, hence potentially available to many species.
Heyes (1994) places imitation within the framework of
animal learning theory, as a case of response-reinforcer
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learning, where “it is the demonstrator, not the learner,
who makes the response that is learned” (p. 225). Heyes
and Ray (2000) take this idea further, proposing a new
theory of imitation, the associative sequence learning
(ASL) theory. The ASL model suggests that “development of the imitation mechanism is highly experience-dependent” (Heyes 2001, p. 258). Therefore we should not
necessarily expect imitative ability to have any phylogenetic specificity. And any individual, regardless of species, would be unable to imitate had the appropriate prior
experience been unavailable to it.
Purely experiential theories of imitation are by no
means radical, earlier incarnations having been proposed
by Holt (1931) and Miller and Dollard (1941), amongst
others. Another was recently proposed by Laland and Bateson (2001), who use a connectionist model under which
imitative processes are generated purely on the basis of
the experience of synchronous behaviours. As Laland and
Bateson point out, what sets these models apart from the
models typically proposed by those working from the
phylogenetic perspective (e.g. Tomasello and Call 1997)
is that they require no “‘black box’ that is assumed to preexist, and to be capable of complex cognition” (p. 197).
From this perspective, therefore, there are two main
reasons why researchers have been interested in comparative data on imitation. Firstly, under the assumption that
imitation is an experience-dependent process common to
many animals, models of imitation could be tested using a
single, well-chosen species. This animal model could then
allow an understanding of imitation generally, in all animals, including humans. This rationale is made most explicit by Heyes and Ray (2000), who state, “the principal
significance of imitation in animals lies in its potential to
provide insight into the psychological mechanisms of imitation learning” (p. 242). Heyes and Ray (2000), therefore, go on to review the data on imitation in animals for
the purpose of determining which species would provide
the most appropriate model, based on prior demonstration
of their imitative ability, and practical considerations regarding their suitability as a lab animal. In addition to this
motivation, however, the models proposed by Heyes (2001)
and Laland and Bateson (2001) also give rise to certain
predictions about which animals would be likely to be
proficient imitators: those that typically perform behaviours in synchrony, such as gregarious bird species, are
proposed in both articles to be the likeliest candidates.
Accordingly, both Heyes (2001) and Laland and Bateson
(2001) have discussed data on imitation in several different species in terms of the predictions made by their models.
The adaptational perspective
The adaptational perspective is concerned with resolving
the issue of whether social learning is a specialised adaptation associated with social living, or purely an aspect of
more general learning processes. Thus far, the majority of
recent research stemming from this perspective has been

produced by Lefebvre and colleagues (e.g. Lefebvre and
Giraldeau 1996; Lefebvre et al. 1996; Reader and Lefebvre 2001). However, interest in the possibility of social
learning as an adaptive specialisation dates back over
40 years, when it was first suggested by Klopfer (1959,
1961). More recently, adaptive specialisation explanations
of a wide variety of cognitive and learning processes have
become increasingly popular (e.g. Sherry and Schacter
1987; Shettleworth 1993, 1998), and these have been followed by a corresponding resurgence of interest in this
approach to social learning (e.g. Lefebvre et al. 1996,
1997; Templeton et al. 1999). The basic prediction of an
adaptive specialisation view of learning and cognition is
that interspecific variation in learning and/or cognitive
ability should correspond to species diversity in terms of
ecology. This view of social learning therefore predicts
that, as Klopfer (1959) originally suggested, the most proficient social learners will be those species that live in social groups and those that forage opportunistically.
This perspective is therefore concerned primarily with
the function of social learning, as opposed to the mechanism, which is the focus of interest of the previous two
perspectives. It follows, then, that a further difference between this approach and the others is that this one tends to
emphasise social learning generally, rather than just the
mechanism of imitation. However, several researchers have
made the more specific suggestion that imitation may itself represent an adaptive specialisation (e.g. Lefebvre et
al. 1997; Parker 1996; Russon et al. 1998). Like social
learning generally, it is suggested that this skill will be
more likely to be found in highly social species (those that
live in groups, or those that engage in scramble competition when feeding). More specifically, however, it will
only be those species that use complex, difficult-to-learn
food searching and handling techniques that possess imitative skill, as opposed to just general social learning abilities. Since the present review is principally concerned
with the issue of making meaningful comparisons of social learning mechanisms, the arguments presented will be
most relevant to this more specific issue of imitation, in
relation to the adaptational perspective, rather than social
learning generally.
Overview
We have contrasted three different perspectives on the
comparative study of social learning. This will not be a
perfectly neat division and some workers may feel they
cannot be so clearly pigeon-holed, or do not subscribe to
the “typical” characteristics we describe, but we hope our
typology will prove useful in recognising the diversity of
perspectives that exist and need to be reconciled if an integrated comparative psychology of social learning is to
be achieved.
Each of the models is firmly grounded in evolutionary
theory, although they emphasise to differing extents the
forces of continuity of descent versus specialisation of
adaptation. The animal model perspective, viewing imita-
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tion as an ability based on relatively general learning processes, obviously emphasises continuity of descent. The
adaptational perspective, however, entertains the possibility that imitation and/or social learning are highly specialised adaptations. The phylogenetic perspective views
imitation as a specialised adaptation only in the sense that
it comes as part of a compound skill package that has
proven particularly valuable in a subgroup of the primate
order. In this regard, this perspective also acknowledges
continuity of descent, as it is assumed that closely related
species are likely to share imitative ability. The phylogenetic and adaptational perspective are therefore perhaps
best contrasted in terms of Timberlake’s (1993) classification of methods of comparing behaviour, the adaptational
approach being primarily concerned with evolutionary
convergence, and the phylogenetic approach focussing on
homologies.
It is not the intent of this review to weigh up the relative merits of the differing perspectives, but rather to consider what kinds of comparative research may be needed
to assess their merits, and perhaps better investigate this
in future. We firmly believe that the issue of which of
these perspectives brings us closest to the truth is still
open to question, and more importantly, open to empirical
question. It seems clear that the different perspectives are
currently, to varying extents, somewhat incompatible with
one another. For instance, writers within the phylogenetic
perspective often seem to expect that imitation will be
found in humans, and then, with ever-decreasing likelihood, in other great apes, old world monkeys, other monkeys, other primates, and so on (see Parker and Gibson
1979 for a review that suggests imitation, amongst other
cognitive skills, might show this pattern of distribution).
Clearly this is incompatible with the “animal model” view
that we can pick any appropriate species and investigate
imitation as a general phenomenon. According to the
adaptational perspective, again we might not necessarily
expect a primate bias, and yet, it would certainly not predict that imitation would be a general phenomenon. Each
of the theories therefore generates slightly different predictions about which species would be likely to imitate.
However, as yet, the comparative approach to imitation
has not provided data that would allow us to assess reliably the relative merits of the different viewpoints.
One reason why research to date does not allow us to
draw such conclusions is that work from each viewpoint
has tended to reflect underlying assumptions, rather than
explicitly testing them. In work from the phylogenetic perspective, discussion does occur over the phylogenetic appearance of imitation (e.g. Parker and Gibson 1979) but it
is treated as a given that the data can be used to infer
where, phylogenetically, imitation must have appeared as
a skill. The animal model perspective has used comparative data to address the question of whether imitation
could be a product of general learning processes (Heyes
2001; Laland and Bateson 2001), but the idea that a suitable animal model can be found (Heyes and Ray 2000)
suggests that a positive answer has already been assumed.
It seems that, just as work from the phylogenetic perspec-

tive has a tendency to assume that certain species are incapable of imitation, the opposite is true of the animal model
perspective, whose researchers are prepared to assume that
imitative ability is shared by many species (albeit that existing data may be considered an inadequate demonstration of such; e.g. Heyes 1993). Neither of these perspectives has as yet been used to generate novel predictions
about how different species might perform that would differentiate between alternative perspectives. The adaptational perspective appears to have the best track-record in
hypothesis testing, as work from this perspective has set
out expressly to test whether social learning is a specialised adaptation. However this is not yet true for complex forms of social learning like imitation, with which
this review is principally concerned. Lefebvre et al. (1997)
claim to show support for an adaptive specialisation view
of imitation. However, as only one species is tested, the
data do not allow us to differentiate between alternative
explanations. Comparisons of at least two species (for
which opposite predictions would be made) are required.
Even when species have been compared with the intention of testing predictions, there may still be ambiguities of interpretation. For instance, researchers investigating adaptational hypotheses in terms of general social
learning abilities have noted that social living biases could
arise from experience, rather than specialised genetic disposition. Animals that live in groups obviously have more
opportunities to learn that attending to group members
can reap rewards, and these animals may show greater
tendencies to learn socially as a result. Following this line
of reasoning, Templeton et al. (1999) suggest that their results, supporting the adaptational hypothesis in corvid
species, could be explained in terms of either adaptive
specialisation or “simply the result of ontogeny” (p. 454).
Carlier and Lefebvre (1996) point out that “differences in
foraging ecology may lead to different learned responses
to local reward contingencies as well as natural selection
for different genotypes affecting learning. In some cases,
the standard comparative prediction of ecologically correlated learning differences may therefore not distinguish
between adaptive specialisation and general process theories” (p. 1197). In fact some work from this perspective has
provided support for experiential models of social learning. Dolman et al. (1996) found that Zenaida doves from
a gregarious population learned more effectively from
conspecific tutors, whereas individuals taken from a territorial population exhibited a stronger learning effect when
the tutor was a heterospecific. The doves were therefore
learning from the species that they would have tended to
encounter most often in past non-aggressive foraging situations. Dolman et al. (1996) conclude that the results
“suggest that social learning pathways in Zenaida doves
are flexible rather than species-specific” (an interpretation
that is clearly eminently compatible with the experiential
models).
It may emerge that there is more than a grain of truth in
the assumptions and expectations associated with each
one of the perspectives. Some authors have already presented viewpoints that endeavour to reconcile a phyloge-
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netic and adaptational interpretation of imitation, for example. Russon et al. (1998) view imitation as a specialised adaptation occurring in social species that feed on
embedded substrates, but they account for the particular
imitative facility of great apes in terms of their requiring a
highly complex suite of socio-cognitive abilities. “This
review leaves an image of imitation as a heterogeneous
rather than a homogeneous phenomenon; even mentally,
and in only one of the three evolutionary lines that appear
to have generated it, it appears to operate via complex sets
of mechanisms that incorporate cognitive, motivational,
social, and perceptual processes” (p. 133). A similar view
is expressed by van Schaik et al. (1999) and by Parker
(1996), who proposes that imitation, teaching, and mirror
self-recognition evolved in the great apes due to the need
for extractive foraging based on “intelligent tool use”.

Methodological approaches
As we have seen, there are several reasons why researchers
have been interested in a comparative psychology of social learning, and this has generated numerous publications that treat data on imitation from one of the comparative perspectives mentioned above. There have been two
main types of methodological approach to this, these being (1) the comparative experiment, in which two or more
species are subjected to approximately analogous procedures; and (2) the comparative analysis of results already
accumulated in the literature. In the latter, data are evaluated on different species, which have been studied under
often quite different conditions. A further, extremely prom-

ising comparative approach to social learning also merits
note here. This is the method of systematically reviewing
the total number of published reports of social learning.
This approach is best exemplified by Reader and Laland’s
(2002) analysis of the relationship between brain size and
social learning in primate species. However, this approach
is geared towards evaluating a species’ propensity towards social learning and can tell us very little about cognitive mechanisms. Lefebvre and Bouchard (2002) have
used a similar methodology to investigate social learning
in birds, and as they point out, much of the data comes
from anecdotal reports from amateur observers. We shall
therefore concentrate on the first two approaches in this
review.
To date, only four research groups have published systematic comparative experiments applying similar tasks to
different species. However, many researchers working
from different perspectives have carried out comparative
literature reviews concerned with the specific issue of imitation and we consider these first.
Accordingly, Table 1 collates details of reviews of imitation in animals, showing the populations that were
judged by the authors to have shown evidence of imitation, and also those for which the authors judged the evidence to be either lacking or insufficient. Particular studies that the reviewers cited in support of their conclusions
are listed and detailed in the table footnotes. It should be
noted that the later reviews have of course been influenced by research that was not published when some of
the earlier reviews were written.
Table 2 turns to the experimental literature and displays details of experiments in which more than one spe-

Table 1 Imitation literature reviews. Species listed are those that were explicitly stated in the text of the listed articlea as having
displayed either positive evidence of imitative ability or a lack of/insufficient evidence of imitative ability
Article/chapter

Authors’ judgement
Positive evidence of imitation

Lack of/insufficient evidence of imitation

Galef (1988)
Whiten and Ham (1992)

Budgerigars9, 12
Chimpanzees14, 18, 20; dolphins30

Pigeons28
Monkeys 15, 16; orangutans11, 34; gorillas6; rats 21;
budgerigars9, 12; pigeons28

Heyes (1993)
Byrne (1995)

Rats21, 22; budgerigars9, 12
Parrots26; orangutans29; chimpanzees19;
gorillas3; dolphins30
Apes19, 29
Human children24; human raised apes19,
Chimpanzees33
Pigeons36; quail1

Byrne and Tomasello (1995)
Tomasello and Call (1997)
Shettleworth (1998)
Heyes and Ray (2000)
Zentall (2001)
a

Rats21, 22

31

Pigeons36; quail1; parrots26; chimpanzees7,
dolphins17, 35

Original references: 1Akins and Zentall 1996; 2Bugnyar and Huber 1997; 3Byrne and Byrne 1993; 4Call and Tomasello 1994;
5Campbell et al. 1998; 6Carpenter 1973; 7Custance et al. 1995;
8Custance et al. 1999; 9Dawson and Foss 1965; 10Fritz and
Kotrschal 1999; 11Galdikas 1982; 12Galef et al. 1986; 13Gardner
1997; 14Gardner and Gardner 1969; 15Hall 1963; 16Ham 1990;
17H.E. Harley et al., unpublished manuscript (see also Herman
2002); 18Hayes and Hayes 1951; 19Hayes and Hayes 1952; 20Hayes

19

;

Budgerigars12; rats 21, 22
Rats21, 22
Rats21, 22; orangutans4; pigeons36; quail1; parrots26
Marmosets 2; chimpanzees27, 32, 33; capuchins8; rats 13, 25;
budgerigars9, 12; starlings5; carib grackles23
Capuchins8; budgerigars9, 12; rats 21, 22; starlings5;
marmosets2; ravens10

and Hayes 1953; 21Heyes and Dawson 1990; 22Heyes et al. 1992;
23Lefebvre et al. 1997; 24Meltzoff 1988; 25Mitchell et al. 1998;
26Moore 1992; 27Myowa 1996; 28Palameta and Lefebvre 1985;
29Russon and Galdikas 1993; 30Taylor and Saayman 1973;
31Tomasello et al. 1993; 32Whiten 1998; 33Whiten et al. 1996;
34Wright 1972; 35 M.J. Xitco et al., unpublished manuscript (see
also Herman 2002); 36Zentall et al. 1996

Pan troglodytes,
H. sapiens (2, 3, and
4 years old)

P. troglodytes

Cebus apella

Callithrix jacchus

Gorilla gorilla gorilla

Whiten
et al. 1996

Whiten
1998

Custance
et al. 1999

Caldwell
et al. 1999

Stoinski
et al. 2001

Whiten

Puzzle box containing reward

P. pygmaeus,
H. sapiens (3 and
4 years old)

Call and
Tomasello
1995

Call and
Tomasello
1994

Adult human demonstration.
Each subject sees two actions
on each object and is asked
(or has been given prior
behavioural training) to
“do what I do”.
Replication of Nagell et al. 1993

P. troglodytes,
P. paniscus (two Pan
species combined,
rather than compared),
H. sapiens (18 and
30 months old)
Pongo pygmaeus

Adult human demonstration.
Each subject sees one of two
methods of unlocking apparatus to obtain reward.

Adult human demonstration
and conspecific demonstration. Each subject sees one of
four different actions on the
apparatus to obtain a reward.

Conspecific demonstration.
Each subject saw one of two
actions on the apparatus.

Replication of Whiten 1998

Approximate replication of Whiten et al.
1996 a

Adult human demonstration.
Each subject sees one of two
methods of unlocking apparatus, and one of two sequential
patterns of defence removal.
Replication of Whiten et al. 1996

“Artificial fruit” (box
containing food
reward with multiple
locks)

“Artificial fruit” (box
containing food
reward with single
locking mechanism)

Manipulation of
16 novel objects

Adult human demonstration.
Each subject sees one of two
methods of raking in reward.

Tomasello
et al. 1993

Tool use (raking in
out of reach reward)

Pan troglodytes,
Homo sapiens
(2 and 3 years old)

Demonstration

Nagell
et al. 1993

Task

Tomasello

Species compared

Article

Research
group

Table 2 Comparative experimental studies of social learning

Capuchins reproduced the demonstrator’s method on one component of the task. Authors’ conclusion: results are evidence of
simple imitation, or possibly “object movement re-enactment” in
the capuchin monkey.
Marmosets did not reproduce the actions of the trained model.
However, groups were compared according to how closely their
behaviours matched those of their model, and corresponding
differences were found. Authors’ conclusion: results are suggestive of imitative ability in the marmoset. However, chimpanzees and capuchin monkeys imitate the task with a much greater
degree of fidelity.
Gorillas reproduced the demonstrator’s technique on one component of the task but did not reproduce the sequential structure
of the actions. Authors’ conclusion: results show evidence for
imitation in gorillas, on a par with that shown by chimpanzees,
but, unlike chimpanzees, no evidence of imitation of the
behavioural sequence.

Chimpanzees reproduced demonstrator’s method on one component of the task but achieved demonstrated outcomes through their
own techniques more than the children (all age groups). Authors’
conclusion: results are evidence of imitation in the chimpanzee,
although human children imitate with greater fidelity.
Chimpanzees reproduced both the sequential structure of the
actions, and aspects of the techniques that made up the sequence.
Author’s conclusion: Results are evidence of imitation of a novel
behavioural sequence in the chimpanzee.

All groups were more successful following demonstration.
Two-year-old children reproduced demonstrated method, but
chimpanzees did not. Authors’ conclusion: chimpanzees pay
attention to task rather than the actions of a demonstrator.
Children were judged to have matched the demonstrator’s actions
more closely than the non-human subjects did, apart from apes
that had been raised by humans, which performed at the same
level as the children. Authors’ conclusion: a human-like sociocultural environment is an essential component in the development of human-like imitative learning skills.
There was no effect of demonstration type on the actions performed by the subjects. Authors’ conclusion: orangutans, like the
chimpanzees, were paying attention to the task rather than to the
actions of the demonstrator.
Human children reproduced the actions of the demonstrator.
Orangutans did not and, as a consequence, had a very low rate of
success. Authors’ conclusion: orangutans are not able to learn an
instrumental task through observation.

Results and authors’ conclusions
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A correlation was found between the responses seen and those
produced by subjects. Authors’ conclusion: results are evidence
of true imitation in quail.

A correlation was found between the responses seen and those
produced by subjects. Authors’ conclusion: results are evidence
of true imitation in pigeons.

cies has been tested using the same procedure. However,
the table does not cover all of those examples in the literature of imitation studies involving more than one species
(many of which predate those publications listed, e.g.
Haggerty 1909; and see tables in Tomasello and Call
1997; and Whiten and Ham 1992). Examples included are
those that are explicitly testing for species differences,
rather than combining the data on more than one species
to investigate, for example, imitation in non-human primates as a group.
The first research group to publish comparative experiments on imitation was that of Tomasello and colleagues.
Their research has focussed on the great apes and children
and has generally concerned the imitation of practical,
goal-directed actions involving tool use. Table 2 shows
brief details of each of these studies. Our own research
group has also been engaged in comparative experimentation, and details of these publications, the majority of
which have involved only one species are also presented
in the table. However, our group has treated the data comparatively insofar as the same (or at least similar – a point
returned to below) testing devices (“artificial fruits”) were
used in each, to test for imitation in a variety of primate
species, including human children. These devices have
also been used by other researchers studying keas (Huber
et al. 2001) and adult human subjects (Horowitz 2001).
Table 2 shows details of studies published by Bjorklund et
al. (2000) and Bering et al. (2000). These studies have involved object manipulation and have compared the developmental stages of imitative ability in chimpanzees and
orangutans. We have also included in the table research by
Zentall and colleagues on pigeons and quail, as both studies (like our artificial fruit experiments) used the same apparatus design, involving treadle-press behaviours for a
food reward.
Tables 1 and 2 point to one fairly obvious conclusion:
despite all attempts to forge a coherent comparative psychology of imitation, it is far from being established. Even
the briefest inspection of Table 1 shows that authors disagree on the correct interpretation of the data. We are
therefore left with the question of how best to proceed in
research on social learning so we can make comparisons
that are valid and as unambiguous as possible, to converge
on conclusions that can be generally agreed upon by the
scientific community.
See section on behavioural propensities
a

Coturnix japonica
Akins and
Zentall
1996

Conspecific demonstration.
Each subject sees a demonstrator that either pecks or steps on
the treadle for a food reward.
Replication of Zentall et al. 1996
Treadle-press task
Columbia livia
Zentall
et al. 1996
Zentall

Longitudinal study
of deferred imitation
(data from Bering
et al. 2000, compared
with performance on
failed items and four
new items 2 years
later)
Pan troglodytes,
Pongo pygmaeus
Bjorklund
et al. 2000

Adult human demonstration.
Each subject sees one action
on each object.

Both species reproduced demonstrated actions, following a
10-min delay, on approximately half of the trials. Authors’
conclusion: juvenile great apes raised in human-like conditions
possess cognitive abilities that allow deferred imitation.
Chimpanzee subject showed an improvement in reproduction of
demonstrated actions with age. Orangutan subject did not show
a significant improvement. Authors’ conclusion: juvenile
chimpanzees, like human children, show Piagetian stages of
sensorimotor development. Orangutan subjects may have already
reached a “mature”, although less competent than the
chimpanzee, level of performance at initial testing.
Adult human demonstration.
Each subject sees one action
on each object.
Deferred imitation
of seven actions on
objects
Pan troglodytes,
Pongo pygmaeus
Bering
et al. 2000
Bering and
Bjorklund

Replication of Whiten 1998
Pongo pygmaeus
Custance
et al. 2001

No significant overall matching tendency, but a correlation between age and degree of matching. Authors’ conclusion: results
show possible imitative ability in orangutans, limited to those
aged 5 and over.
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Comparative literature reviews
Despite the obvious disagreement between researchers as
to which species have and have not been shown to imitate,
six of the nine reviews referred to in Table 1 (Galef 1988;
Heyes 1993; Heyes and Ray 2000; Shettleworth 1998;
Whiten and Ham 1992; Zentall 2001) all select the same
preferred method of testing for imitation [but see Byrne
(2002) for a contrary view]. Each of these authors refers
to the “two-action test” as the most powerful possible
control for social learning effects other than imitation.
The two-action test was initially employed by Thorndike
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(1911/1970; cited in Shettleworth 1998), who wished to
establish whether chicks could imitate a method of escaping from a box. He therefore designed the box such that
there were two alternative ways in which this could be
done. If observing chicks tended to use the method that
they had seen, then it could be concluded that they had
imitated. The method was then used by Dawson and Foss
(1965) and was later identified by Galef (1988) as the
standard for tests of imitative ability.
As well as having been used to study imitation in animals, two-action research designs have also been employed to investigate human neonatal imitation (e.g. Meltzoff and Moore 1977, 1983). This type of design is referred to as the “cross-target method” (Meltzoff 1996;
Whiten 2002) within developmental psychology. The fact
that this methodology appears to have been independently
conceived within an entirely separate field of investigation only serves to further emphasise its power and practicality as a test for imitation.
However, despite some agreement that the two-action
method offers the possibility of a gold standard within imitation research, authors are still in disagreement about the
interpretation of such research designs. Essentially, the
differences of opinion occur because researchers differ in
their views of which aspects of social learning are cognitively significant, and therefore merit inclusion within
their definition of imitation. The aim of the following sections is to detail which aspects of task designs researchers
have considered to be crucial and to illustrate how this has
influenced their interpretation of the literature.
Perceptual opacity
One aspect of response type that has been interpreted as
cognitively complex by several authors is the level of perceptual opacity (Heyes and Ray 2000), or the degree to
which the perception of oneself performing an action
matches that afforded when observing the action demonstrated by another individual. Heyes (1993) gives the example of curtsying. “If I look down when I curtsy, I see
something very different from what I see when I look
across at somebody else curtsying” (Heyes 1993, p. 1006).
Imitating a perceptually opaque action therefore involves
translating visual input into motor output, the main feedback being in the form of kinesthetic information (e.g.
Mitchell 1994). Heyes and Ray (2000) suggest that all actions belong somewhere along a continuum of perceptual
opacity, with the most opaque actions being those that are
actually invisible to the actor, such as head movements
and facial gestures, and the most transparent being distal
appendage movements, for which the performer has access to rich visual feedback.
Heyes (2001) identifies this issue as particularly significant in terms of the cognitive demands in imitation:
Many of the psychological requirements for imitation
(e.g. detection and analysis of others’ movements,
memory, motor control) are also prerequisites for other
types of behaviour. The requirement that is unique to

imitation, and therefore the distinctive exploratory
challenge for theories of imitation, is a mechanism that
can translate visual information about the body movements of others into matching motor output. (p. 256)
Whiten and Ham (1992) also argue that imitation of perceptually opaque actions is cognitively complex, in that
the action must be “re-represented in its original organizational form” (p. 271) by the imitator. On this basis, they
also argue that vocal imitation is less cognitively demanding than movement imitation:
In song learning, the bird does not have to represent
what is in effect the model’s representation of the act
as it does in the case of visual imitation; instead, it
need only adjust its own output until the sound of this
matches what it originally heard (one level of representation). This may be an extra dimension in visual
imitation that makes it more demanding than vocal imitation in its computational requirements. (p. 272)
Similarly, Heyes and Ray (2000) include vocalisations as
examples of highly transparent actions on their continuum
of perceptual opacity, and Zentall (2001) describes vocal
imitation as “relatively easy” (p. 69).

Object movement re-enactment
Zentall (2001) takes the perceptual opacity argument slightly
further, to argue that copying of highly transparent actions
can be accounted for simply in terms of “stimulus matching”, where the observer need only make an association
between two sensory stimuli to reproduce the behaviour,
as exemplified by, “observing someone turning up the
volume of a radio – when the knob turns to the right, the
volume increases” (p. 69). This type of process (which
can take perceptual transparency to its extreme, involving
no need for matching of bodily movements but only the
matching of the environmental effect of a behaviour), has
been described by Custance et al. (1999) as “object movement re-enactment”. The observer learns about how an
object or parts of an object move, and if the object’s
movements are associated with a desirable outcome, the
observer may be motivated to try to recreate it. On this basis, Heyes (1998; Heyes and Ray 2000) has suggested that
data presented in Whiten et al.’s (1996) chimpanzee artificial fruit experiment do not qualify as imitation, because
the observer may be copying only movements of parts of
the fruit as it is dismantled. Tomasello (1996) makes a
similar criticism, labelling this effect “emulation learning”, rather than object movement re-enactment.
However, some authors have argued that the imitation/object movement re-enactment distinction so implied
is a misleading one. Whiten (2000) argues that imitation
and certain emulative effects, like object movement re-enactment, should be viewed as a continuum rather than a
dichotomy. Whiten and Custance (1996) suggested that,
in tool use for example, copying could occur either at the
level of limb movement, or at the level of tool movement.
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The tool could be regarded as an extension of the limb,
and its actions imitated in a similar way. Furthermore, researchers have argued that such social learning about objects may be cognitively complex in its own right (e.g.
Byrne and Russon 1998; Tomasello 1998; Whiten and
Ham 1992, although in these cases the learning referred to
may go beyond what could strictly be defined as object
movement re-enactment, involving some understanding
of tool function and/or causality).
Novelty
Another feature that some researchers have identified as
being crucial to the nature of imitation is the novelty of
the response. Thorndike’s original definition of imitation
was “learning to do an act by seeing it done”. On this basis, some (e.g. Byrne 1995; Byrne and Tomasello 1995)
have argued that the imitated response must be a novel
one, or it cannot be described as having been learned
through imitation.
It is important to all researchers to distinguish imitation from social facilitation, in which nothing new is
learned. Social facilitation (e.g. Galef 1988; Thorpe 1963;
Whiten and Ham 1992; Zajonc 1965) is generally used to
describe a contagious behaviour, in the sense that an individual’s response acts as a releaser for the same response
on the part of a conspecific. Examples of such responses
include yawning in humans, or synchronous nervous flight
in birds. However, Byrne (1994) extends the category of
social facilitation, labelling it response facilitation, in
which, “the probability of occurrence of an established
behaviour pattern is temporarily increased in the individual’s spontaneous repertoire after observation of the same
behaviour pattern in a conspecific” (Byrne and Tomasello
1995, p. 1417). Thus, response facilitation would operate,
via a priming process (Byrne 1995, 2002), on any response, as opposed to being limited to certain involuntary
species-typical behaviours. On this basis Byrne (1995)
and Byrne and Tomasello (1995) do not consider Heyes’
(Heyes and Dawson 1990; Heyes et al. 1992) bidirectional control experiment with rats to be evidence of imitation, as the responses required were not novel. Byrne
and Tomasello (1995) also reject Galef et al.’s (1986)
budgerigar data for the same reason.
However, other researchers have argued that novelty
may be a more problematic criterion than researchers such
as Byrne and Tomasello have acknowledged (or, for that
matter, demonstrated). It is very difficult to assess the full
behavioural history of an individual to be sure that an action is truly novel, and even then, this may not satisfy
some. Byrne (2002) criticises evidence of human neonatal
imitation (Meltzoff and Moore 1977, 1983) as the actions
involved are only novel in the “trivial sense that the infant
has never performed them, but there is no doubt that
the facial movements are in the child’s latent repertoire”
(p. 85).
Whiten and Custance (1996) have argued that novelty
cannot be reduced to an all-or-nothing matter, since an in-

dividual will probably have produced, at one time or another, all of the muscular movements of which it is physically capable. This makes novelty an issue of recombination of actions, or employing actions in novel contexts,
where there will always be some degree of similarity to
what the imitator has done before. Zentall (2001) agrees
that an existing response directed at a novel object satisfies the novelty criterion and furthermore has advocated
the use of an additional criterion: the baseline (no demonstration) probability of the behaviour must be very low.
This is consistent with one of the most frequently quoted
definitions of imitation: Thorpe’s (1963) “reproduction of
a novel or otherwise improbable act” (p. 122). Indeed, it
appears that this latter criterion is now widely accepted
within the field of social learning. A similar recommendation is made by Miklosi (1999). Furthermore, refereed articles have been published entitled “true imitation”, based
on the reproduction of responses that, although part of the
existing repertoire, have been shown to be infrequent during control tests (e.g. Voelkl and Huber 2000; Zentall et
al. 1996). Laland and Bateson (2001) have argued against
the use of novelty as a criterion altogether, on the basis
that if imitation exists as a phenomenon, it should be “perfectly possible to imitate an entirely familiar action in an
entirely unfamiliar context” (p. 210).
Sequential structure
Several researchers consider the imitation of a sequence
of actions to be cognitively significant, although each has
a different reason for proposing this to be the case. Whiten
(1998) suggests that imitation of a sequence of actions can
be one way to satisfy the novelty criterion, as long as the
sequence itself is novel, and the order of the elements is
not constrained in any particular way such that the chosen
sequence is in fact the most likely approach: “if the subcomponent acts . . . can be said to be ‘in the repertoire’, the
performance of them so as to match the sequence observed cannot be said to be in the repertoire any more than
[a] randomly assigned alternative sequence” (pp. 271–
272).
Investigation into imitation of a sequence of actions
will also be crucial to testing the ASL theory of imitation
proposed by Heyes and Ray (2000). The ASL theory suggests that individuals develop, through experience, an
“‘imitation repertoire’ – a set of action units that can be
imitated when observed in novel sequences” (p. 240).
Clearly, an ability to imitate sequences of actions must be
demonstrated to test this theory. If no such ability can be
identified, the theory would be challenged.
Byrne and Russon (1998) have argued that there are in
fact two kinds of imitation that are cognitively very different from one another. The first they label action level
imitation, in which “a novel action is added – as an
unmodified whole – to an individual’s motor repertoire”
(p. 677). The second they call program level imitation,
which involves the representation of the overall structure
of an action sequence, including its ultimate and sub-
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sidiary goals, a process that they describe as “a high-level,
constructive mechanism”. On this basis, Byrne (1995) has
criticised much of the existing imitation literature for using tasks that are not sufficiently complex, and therefore
just tapping into action level imitation, overlooking program level imitation.
As yet, the only empirical demonstration of the ability
to imitate an arbitrary sequence, utilising the two-action
method, has been Whiten’s (1998) experiment with chimpanzees (although see also Whiten et al. 2002). The subjects in Whiten’s study were shown one of two different
methods of accessing a food reward, the component elements having been ordered differently in each. The chimpanzees tended to produce sequences of actions more like
the ones they had seen demonstrated.
Demonstrator reinforcement
Miklosi (1999) has pointed out that whether a demonstrator receives reinforcement for a response may have implications for the cognitive processes involved in reproduction of that action. In Miklosi’s view, associative learning
models of imitation [such as those proposed by Heyes
(1994) and Heyes and Ray (2000), and described above in
the section on the animal model perspective] would be
challenged by an ability to imitate unrewarded actions. Indeed, Campbell et al. (1998) acknowledge that the issue
of demonstrator reinforcement may be a potentially important one in terms of the cognitive processes underlying
imitation. They suggest that their subjects (European starlings) may have learned either about a response or about a
response–food relationship and suggest that “to distinguish between these two mechanisms it would be necessary to perform an experiment in which the relationship
between the demonstrators’ responses and food reward
was varied” (p. 157). Using such a method, Palameta and
Lefebvre (1985) found that pigeons only performed a
demonstrated behaviour if the tutor bird had been rewarded, and more recently, Akins and Zentall (1998) found
that observation of demonstrator reinforcement was vital
for quail to reproduce a response.
Whiten and Ham (1992) also point out that amongst
the many anecdotal reports of imitation in animals, those
that involve no apparent reward beyond “imitation for imitation’s sake” (p. 264) are typically the most convincing.
These examples do not suffer from the criticism that the
same behaviour could simply be acquired via a combination of stimulus enhancement and trial-and-error learning.
The investigation of imitation of unrewarded actions need
not depend entirely on anecdotal reports, however. Custance
et al. (1995) found that chimpanzees would imitate arbitrary unrewarded actions, if trained to do so. Therefore the
motivation for imitation can be provided within the experimental paradigm, without requiring that the action itself
be intrinsically rewarding.

Goal representation
It could also be argued that, in fact, rational imitation
might be quite dependent on identifying the purpose of a
behaviour rather than blindly imitating, and according to
some authors, the ability to infer and represent another individual’s goal or intention should be a defining component of imitation. Tomasello and Call (1997) draw a distinction between what they label mimicking and imitation.
Mimicking “requires that the learner perceive and understand . . . the bodily movements that another individual has
performed”, whereas imitation entails that “the learner
must also understand something of the ‘intentional’ relations . . . (i.e. how the behaviour is designed to bring about
the goal)” (p. 310). Using this criterion of imitation,
Tomasello and Call (1997) conclude that there is no evidence for imitation in animals, with the possible exception of some great apes that have been raised in a human
environment (see Tables 1, 2).
Experimentally distinguishing between the processes
of imitation and mimicking, as defined by Tomasello and
Call, however, is intrinsically extremely difficult. Simply
arriving at the same goal certainly does not prove that the
imitator understands the demonstrator’s intention. A good
copy of another individual’s behaviour (whether mimicked or imitated) will tend to bring about the same goal.
Myowa and Matsuzawa (2000) attempted to examine
imitation of intention using a variation on the two-action
method in which the demonstrator was unsuccessful using
one method, and then successful using a different one.
Chimpanzees tended to use the method they had seen in
the success phase. However, if the subjects perceived
“success” (the opening of the manipulated object) as more
reinforcing, then this example may simply represent an
effect similar to that described by Akins and Zentall
(1998), cited in the previous section.
It therefore remains unclear how to investigate this aspect of imitation under controlled experimental conditions. The distinction between mimicking and true imitation has resulted in what may be a distracting over-emphasis on goal-directed behaviours in the imitation literature. As noted in the previous section, reproduction of unrewarded responses may depend on processes distinct
from those involved in reward-related copying, and therefore both merit investigation in their own right.
Deferred imitation
The ability to imitate actions some time after the original
demonstration has also been viewed as a cognitively significant achievement. Deferred imitation has long been
considered to be important in developmental psychology.
The Piagetian (e.g. Piaget 1962) stage model asserts that
deferred imitation requires “symbolic” representation, that
is, the representation of actions in long-term memory
stores. Meltzoff (e.g. Meltzoff 1988, 1995) has expressed
a similar viewpoint.
Evidence from amnesic patients (e.g. McDonough et
al. 1995) has shown that deferred imitation is impaired in
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patients with frontal lobe damage that results in impaired
declarative memory. These patients are impaired in their
ability to consciously recall facts and details, such as an
address, but have preserved implicit learning, which allows for the storing of skills, such as the ability to re-trace
the route to a particular address. This suggests that deferred imitation and explicit learning may depend on related cognitive mechanisms.
A further reason why deferred imitation may be important to comparative research is that delayed copying may
rule out simple social facilitation effects (or response facilitation, see the section on novelty). If the observer’s response is not weakened by introducing a delay between
demonstration and test, then it is much less likely that the
effect is based on contagion, or similar excitatory processes.
It is interesting to note how few studies have set out
expressly to test this aspect of imitation in animals. As
can be seen in Table 2, Bering et al. (2000) and Bjorklund
et al. (2000) tested deferred imitation in chimpanzees by
delaying trials by just 10 min following demonstration
(and see also Bjorklund et al. 2002). Most imitation research has used “delayed” trials, at least in the sense that
trials follow demonstrations, rather than being concurrent.
However, as yet the only explicit test of the effect of the
length of delay on retention has been Dorrance and Zentall’s (2001) experiment with Japanese quail. Using an
immediate and a 30-min delay condition, these researchers found the same degree of behaviour matching
regardless of the delay. It remains to be seen what length
of delay will result in performance deterioration, in any
species.
Comparative experiments
Clearly, there are problems associated with comparing
performance on the different task designs spread through
the animal literature. The different theoretical perspectives and research questions indicated above have resulted
in species being tested using very different procedures,
and this has often rendered comparison somewhat meaningless. One possible solution (and one that has already
been employed in several studies, as evidenced by Table 2)
is to compare species using task designs that have been
intentionally selected to represent as close a match as possible. We would argue that this is a very worthwhile approach, but initial attempts have been far from perfect.
We should begin by noting that there are considerable
difficulties associated with making any species comparisons of cognitive ability. Bitterman (1960, 1965b) in particular has discussed the problems associated with disentangling the combined effects of an individual’s ability
and the task’s demands from the individual’s performance
on that task. Differences in performance could occur for a
wide variety of reasons, including sensory, motor, or motivational constraints. For example, a task involving visual stimuli may present a considerably greater challenge
to a more olfaction-dependent species such as the rat than

it would to a predominantly visual animal, such as a primate. Bitterman (1965a) referred to such effects as “contextual variables”. Bitterman suggested that valid comparisons
were nonetheless still possible, using a process of control by
systematic variation (Bitterman 1960), involving gradual
changes to the conditions (e.g. hunger levels) that might
confound the detection of differences in the cognitive attribute of interest. However, MacPhail (1982, 1987) has
taken this reasoning further, to argue that differences in performance can virtually always be accounted for in terms of
contextual variables. If differences are still found using systematic variation it remains possible that if such manipulations were carried to even further extremes, the differences
might be eliminated. On this basis, MacPhail finds no reason to reject the “null hypothesis” that there are no differences between species in intelligence. As some authors
have pointed out (e.g. Goldman-Rakic and Preuss 1987;
Kamil 1988), MacPhail’s argument effectively prevents us
from ever concluding that there might be species differences in cognition, since we can never fully rule out the
possibility of “contextual variables”.
In the field of social learning, we find that, in addition
to the usual obstacles associated with comparing species’
cognitive abilities, we are presented with a unique set of
particular problems. The issues detailed in the following
sections are the ones that we believe to be particularly
challenging in social learning research.
Reward motivation
Firstly, variation in motivational levels may play a particularly significant role in social learning research. Virtually
all research into social learning has so far involved some
kind of rewarded behaviour, so differences between species in levels of motivation for particular reinforcers used
in social learning experiments may well result in misleading differences in imitative performance. Dorrance and
Zentall (2001), for example, have already found that
showing an imitative effect in Japanese quail, Coturnix
japonica, depended on the motivational state of the observer during the observation period. Quail were allowed
to observe a trained model that received food reinforcement for producing either a pecking or a stepping response. Subjects that had been deprived of food prior to
this observation tended to reproduce the particular method
used by their demonstrator. However, those that had been
fed prior to the demonstration showed no tendency to
match the behaviour of the demonstrator. Motivational
levels thus affected the tendency to imitate.
Social interaction
Social learning experiments have also necessitated placing animals in a social situation that brings with it a new
set of complications. They can lead to instances in which,
despite imitative competence, animals do not perform in
ways that reveal their true ability. Recent data from our
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own research, using the artificial fruit methodology, suggest that olive baboons’ performance was detrimentally
affected by particular social contexts. For example, subordinate individuals perform less proficiently in the presence
of dominant individuals (C.A. Caldwell and A. Whiten,
unpublished manuscript). The social effects we identified
in baboons might confound comparisons with species
with less steep hierarchies. In this respect our results are
consistent with suggestions made by Coussi-Korbel and
Fragaszy (1995), who suggested that socially learned traits
would be more readily dispersed through populations with
tolerant social structures.
There may also be different, but equally strong social
effects involved in experiments using human subjects.
Much of the research detailed in Table 2 has entailed comparisons of the performance of great apes with human
children. In these experiments, involving demonstrations
by an adult human, children may be more strongly subject
to social conformity effects. These studies have found that
apes are more likely to use their own, idiosyncratic methods of obtaining the task reward. However, this should not
necessarily be taken as an indication that they are cognitively incapable of matching behaviours precisely. When
great apes are trained to mimic novel behaviours on command (e.g. Call 2001; Custance et al. 1995) it is clear that
they can reproduce demonstrated actions. Thus, social
conformity effects may play a role in the apparent child–
ape difference. Interestingly, the conclusion of one of the
studies (Tomasello et al. 1993) is that only human-raised
apes may be capable of imitation. For these individuals,
the subject–demonstrator relationship is likely to be more
similar to that of human children, compared with the other
apes.
Behavioural propensities
Social learning research also requires overt actions on the
part of the subject, another factor that contributes to the
difficulties associated with making comparisons. One increasingly popular method of assessing underlying cognition within comparative psychology has been the expectancy violation procedure. This procedure, used increasingly to study cognition in human infancy, involves
the recording of behavioural changes (such as looking
times) as a measure of surprise when expectation is not
fulfilled. “Because of the diversity of species that could
be tested – all they need are eyes and an interest in visual
displays – the expectancy-violation procedure provides a
powerful technique for studying what animals know”
(Hauser 2000, p. 61). This may well be the case for studies involving issues of cognitive representation alone,
such as object permanence, concepts of number, or theory
of mind. However, such approaches are of limited application for social learning research, where experiments
will, by their nature, be constrained by the species’ motor
abilities and confounded by their behavioural differences.
Thus performance in social learning experiments is dependent on a whole set of other variables. Many of these

have been discussed by Lefebvre and colleagues (e.g.
Carlier and Lefebvre 1996; Lefebvre 1995; Lefebvre and
Giraldeau 1996). Traits such as neophobia, or habituation
to human contact, can affect general performance in controlled experiments, and others, such as opportunism or
omnivory, may be related to general learning abilities.
Lefebvre suggests that species comparisons should therefore always involve a number of tasks that measure these,
and that predictions about social learning should be tested
on the residual deviation from regression of these potential confounds. Using this method, Lefebvre et al. (1996)
found that pigeons (Columbia livia) were not only more
rapid social learners than Zenaida doves (Zenaida aurita),
but also solved individual learning tasks more rapidly.
This led the authors to conclude that an apparent species
difference in social learning could have been caused by
some contextual variable, such as levels of habituation to
humans.
Even when we intend to conduct comparative research
using analogous procedures, true replication may be constrained by each species’ level of behavioural flexibility.
In its original conception (Whiten et al. 1996) an artificial
fruit was designed such that it could potentially be employed for studying social learning mechanism in many
species. A tool use task, for example, historically common in research in primate learning, is inappropriate for
making comparisons between chimpanzees and other primates, as chimpanzees are typically much more expert tool
users than other primates.
However, although the artificial fruit methodology has
now been used on several other species, significant difficulties were discovered in replicating the design with
marmosets (Caldwell et al. 1999). Marmosets lack manipulative skills possessed by many other primates tested,
and as a consequence the task itself had to be simplified
considerably before a marmoset demonstrator could be
trained to open the apparatus. This more basic design was
then used to study social learning. In comparison with
chimpanzees, who have sometimes opened a fruit protected by four different defences in less than half a minute
following demonstration, no marmosets succeeded in
opening the artificial fruit after having observed a conspecific demonstration. Nevertheless, there was evidence that
subjects matched aspects of the limited behaviours they
had seen demonstrated. This raises the question of whether
marmosets might have shown greater evidence of social
learning if given a task that did not require as much dexterity, as suggested by the results of Bugnyar and Huber
(1997) and Voelkl and Huber (2000). However, altering
the task further means that analogous procedures are not
being used. Due to the many potentially cognitively significant variables that this might affect (outlined above in
the section on comparative literature reviews) we are
wary of this approach.
In fact, behavioural constraints may effectively prevent
us from testing in some species some of these cognitively
significant aspects of imitation. For example, it is much
easier to imagine an animal with considerable manipulative flexibility (a chimpanzee or a parrot, perhaps) per-
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forming a response that we might be prepared to label
“novel”, compared with those with more restricted behavioural repertoires (such as a marmoset or a pigeon). It is
therefore unsurprising that some of the researchers working on these more limited species have tended to define
novelty in different ways (see the section on novelty).

Conclusions
Is a comparative psychology of social learning possible?
We believe that the answer is yes, although, like any area
of comparative psychology, its conclusions are unlikely to
go unchallenged. To date, comparative literature reviews
have done little to clarify the picture and often have contributed to further confusion. We think that all of the variables outlined above in the section on comparative literature reviews are interesting in terms of cognitive process
and merit investigation in their own right. Only extremely
rarely is a literature review published that recognises this
[e.g. see Miklosi (1999) for a broadminded and illuminating synthesis on the possible functions of the various
brands of “imitation”]. Virtually all authors have tended to
settle on single, preferred definitions of imitation, which
may be quite different from each other, and this has led
them to make different judgements about many of the
same studies. Furthermore, the studies themselves are designed with often very different criteria for the kinds of
social learning at stake. So when the species comparisons
are made, like is rarely being compared with like.
Although we assume that eventually, the results of
comparative experiments will be subsumed within the
more global approach of an integrative review, we believe
that attempts to do so in the past have been premature.
Currently we need more comprehensive comparative experimentation.
How should we proceed with this? Despite the obstacles outlined above (see section on comparative experiments), we suggest that valid comparisons can still be
achieved. Firstly, lessons can be learned from other fields
of comparative cognition. In response to the impracticality of judging species differences by a process of systematic variation (see section on comparative experiments),
Kamil (1988) went on to propose alternative approaches
to the problem of contextual variables. He proposed that
for each prediction, several experimental procedures
should be designed, each testing the same ability, and that
two or more species should be tested with all the procedures. If multiple predictions are fulfilled, it is unlikely
that contextual variables are responsible. The example
given by Kamil is of spatial memory in Clark’s nutcrackers. This food-caching bird has been shown to perform
better than pigeons both on a radial maze task and in a
spatial operant task (cited in Kamil 1988). Kamil (1988)
also suggests that species differences could be predicted
on the basis of some external criteria and tested using a
number of sample species. If the theory accurately predicts the relative performance of several species, again
contextual variables are unlikely to have produced this ef-

fect. Kamil cites the example of Rumbaugh and Pate’s
(1984) index of encephalisation, which has been used to
predict performance differences amongst seven primate
species on a learning task.
In some cases, research in social learning is beginning
to reach this level of rigor in terms of the comparisons
made. For example, as we can see from Table 2, there are
now several studies (Call and Tomasello 1995; Nagell et
al. 1993; Whiten and Custance 1996) involving comparisons between chimpanzees and children, all of which
converge on a conclusion that there are systematic differences in performance between these two groups. It appears that, whilst young children typically copy with a
high degree of fidelity, chimpanzees often employ their
own idiosyncratic techniques. These results can now be
used to generate operational predictions about the circumstances under which each of these groups will tend to
show high levels of fidelity (Whiten et al. 2002). Above
all, it is important that we begin to make causal and predictive hypotheses about species differences, rather than
correlational and postdictive ones. The different theories
of the species distribution of imitation should be employed in terms of forming operational criteria against
which to test predictions for a number of species.
As we outlined above, sometimes it is impossible to
replicate fully a task with a different species. However, in
situations where subjects’ capabilities necessitate modifying a task design, we suggest that attempts should be
made as far as possible to retain aspects of the procedure
that may be cognitively significant.
Since each of these cognitively significant variables
are interesting in their own right, teasing them apart with
a variety of different task designs may prove to be the
most rewarding approach. This should provide a more
complete understanding of social learning abilities and
may also enlighten debate on the origins of imitation, as
we may find that certain forms of “imitation”, and other
forms of social learning, show very different patterns of
species distribution.
Finally, we are encouraged by the number of researchers beginning to study social learning in a number
of diverse species. To evaluate truly the nature of the phylogenetic distribution of imitation, researchers must be
prepared to branch out from their familiar study species.
The rats and pigeons studied by researchers from the animal model perspective will tell us little in isolation, and
the same is true of the great apes favoured by those working from the phylogenetic perspective. Only through a
truly integrative research program can we hope to challenge some of the assumptions of the traditional disciplines (whether those of comparative psychology, behaviourism, or ethology), and forge a coherent comparative
psychology of social learning.
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